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Abbott Press, United States, 2013. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 279 x 216 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Mary is excited because today is Show and
Tell at school. Mary s innocent little lamb, Woolie, has a beautiful pink bow and excitedly, is ready
to go with Mary to visit the kids at school. The stage is set for a lively day as Woolie clip-clops down
the classroom aisle and settles into a seat, ready to show off in front of Mary s class. All is going
splendidly until the class is called out for recess and Woolie encounters Tommy Leland Hupp, a
bully who quickly knocks the little lamb right off her feet! But when the kids gather for a ball game
and Mary hits the ball, it is Woolie s turn to run. As she tears around the bases and heads for home
plate, the school s worst bully ever, strikes again. But what happens next is a big surprise for every
one! Woolie and the Bully is a heartwarming children s tale that shares an important message for
students around the world that sometimes all a bully really needs is someone to...
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ReviewsReviews

This composed ebook is wonderful. It really is writter in basic words rather than hard to understand. You may like the way the writer compose this pdf.
-- Ryder Nolan-- Ryder Nolan

This book can be well worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It is writter in simple words and phrases and not confusing. Its been printed in an
exceptionally simple way in fact it is merely right after i finished reading through this pdf by which basically changed me, modify the way i think.
-- Margot Carter V-- Margot Carter V
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